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The idea here is to become familiar with the 

"improvisation alphabet", not so much to be a 

player who only plays patterns,  although, many 

of these patterns are used extensively in jazz and 

other styles of improvisation.   

 

Each scale pattern can be played with a 

metronome or a play along  like the I Real Pro, 

Band In A Box , or Drum Genius.  

 

I have attempted to write each pattern up to 

about high "C" which is in most advanced 

players playable range.  If you find them too 

difficult, skip the section that is too high and 

continue in a more comfortable register.  You 

don't want to be straining through these.  

 

Try playing the patterns in other keys and using 

other scales such as diminished scales (both half 

step whole step and whole step half step), 

melodic minor, whole tone ,  and harmonic minor 

etc.  Not all of the exercises start on the root. 

 

How to use this book
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